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The SLICE vessel concept was born out of the small watcrplane area t ..... i n hull 
(SWATH) hull conliguration which have better stabi lity characteristics than a conventional 
mono hull of similar displacement [1]. The SWATH hull design (;Qnsis\s of two submerged 
pods which provide lhe buoyancy of the vessel and Inay contain various pieces of 
propulsion or auxiliary machinery, fuel and water tanks or storage spaces. The pods may 
be cylindrical bodies of revolution, similar to a bare submarine hull, or may he some other 
shape. In ei ther case the major portion of the vessel static stability comes from the 
submerged pods. The pods an.~ connected to the working area of the ship by means of 
either single or multiple struts. AI this point in time there arc no standard SWATH 
configurations_ Bttause al l of the buoyancy comes from the puds and nut the connecting 
struts they must have a large lateral separation to achieve static stability. This large 
separation results in a ship with a much wider beam and shorter length than that of a 
conventional mono-hull of cqual displacement As already mentioned the stmts provide 
very little addit ional buoyancy which result in the pods heing deeply submerged giving a 
much deeper draft than that of a wnventional mono-hull of similar displacement. I II 
The primary benefi t of the SWATH hull fonn is the excellent seakeeping abil ity 
resulting from the deep drall and wide beam The SWATH hull fonn has pilch, rol! and 
heave characteristics of vessel s of much larger displacements providing for a better man-
vessel interface in heavier seas. The man-vessel interface is defined as the ability of crew 
ml:mbers to perform all the vessel functions without suffc ring from the effects of sea-
sickness or heing SWl:pt oVl:rb<mrd by a rogul: waVI:, and trying to maintain one' s bahmel: 
while working in heavy sea~, The wide beam may leave larger open deo::k spacl: giving 
Ihl: plannl:r or designer more fl exibility in placement of deck fi ttings or machinery, Thl: 
vessel 's shorter length may give the captain a better overall view of the working deck area 
allowing swiftl:r and morl: efficil:nt commillld of operations on deck, While the shorter 
length may be considered a~ illl advantage it comes at a cost of tendency to pitching duc 
to a rel at ively smali longitudinaJ mctaccntric height (GMr).[ IJ 
A. MANEUVERJNG AND CONTROL 
In addition to its superior seakeeping ability, thc SWATH hull is also dircctionally 
vcry stable , a direct result of the deep drafts and large underwater hull profi le area 
Conventional mono-hulls may require the addition of a rudder, fin or deadwood in ordcr 
to achieve directional stability whereas the SWATH concept hulls, which are in essence 
large fins or wings, arc exceptionally stable directionally at low speeds and increasingly 
so as flow over the hull inerea~cs, Th i.~ increa~ed stability also has its drawback because 
along with the ability 10 keep a straight course in seas or wind, it requires a much larger 
yawing moment to tum , At lower speeds this large yaw moment can be overo::ome with 
maneuvering thrusters or by differential thrust between the engines. At higher speeds the 
differential thrust is not as effective and the rudders must provide the necessary moment 
to initiate the tum. [[ 1 
Rudders in use in current S'WATH concept ships arc standard halaneed, hom or 
spadc rudder~ and are placed aft as in a conventional mono-hull design. They arc 
atlao:.:hed tu the slmt or haunch above and behind the screw as shown in Figure 1. The 
mdder's effectiveness is increased hy placing it in the propeller wa~h. rl] 
g 
-~ 1-~--------------~) 
Figure I. Conventional SWATH hull. rl] 
B. THE SLICE HULL FORM 
The SLICE hull differs fromtbe SWATH hull in that the SLICe consists of two 
pods on each side providing buoyancy and stability versus one as in the S\VATH hulk 
Figure 2 shows a prufile view of the SLICE with major dimensions and without rudders. 
l'igure 3 is a stern view. diagram of the SLICE ves~d withuut rudders ur stabilizing fins, 
showing fore and aft pod offsets_ In tenns of maneuvering ability the SLICE presents 
some challenge~ in the location of the nldders. Should the mdders be placed in the 
propeller wa~h ill(;feasillg the dlectiveness of the rudder but n:du(;ing the turning 
moment, created by such a rudder',' Should they he placed on the after pod'! The after 
stru t? Perhaps on the leading edge of the aft strut to place it somewhat in the propeller 
wash but increasing the moment it can create or even on the leading edge of the fore strut. 
Figure 2. Profile view of SLICE vessel. [2] 
Figure 3. Stem view of SLICE [2]. 

II. DETElli'VIINATJON OF HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF 
SLICE PODS 
A. EQUATlO~S OF MOTION FOR A SUBMERGED BODY IN THE 
HORIZONTAL PLANE. STEERIKG SYSTEM EQUAHONS 
The equations of molion for a submerged oody in the horizontal plane are similar 
in nature to that of an airplane in flight. The vehicle is assumed to be in steady state 
motion in calm seas without the effects of currents and waves. All sleering system 
dynamics terms arc referenced to a hody fixed, orthogonal coordinate system with the 
origin fixed at the ship's reference point, which is usually fixed at the amidships main 
deck hut call be chosen to be at any point. The x axis is fixed to tht: longitudinal cl;.':ntcr of 
the ship and is positive forward. The y or lateral axis is positive to starboard and the z 
axis is positive in the downward direction relative to the ship. [3.4.5] 
Figure 4 . Body fixed Hes [5J 
For a vehicle with a high aspect ralio such as a surface ship, the forces are 
predominantly forces of lift developed as a result of the relative mOlion of the vessel and 
the fluid. The longitudinal forces of drag, while important for the determination of 
power requirements are neglected for steering system dynamics. It is assumed that no 
loss of speed takes place in maneuvering. In straight linc motion the lift forces on each 
side of a body which is synunetric about a longitudinal axis are equal and sum to zero. 
When the Huid impinging on the vessel has an angle of attack with respect to the 
longitudinal axis, then the lift forecs are no longer in balance and dynamic forces are 
developed. In other words when the vessel has a side slip velocity component (v) in the 
y-dircction an angle of attack relative to the fin or strut is caused. The angle of attack (Ct.) 
is defined as v/U for small v and it gives rise to the lift forces amI moments on the vessel 
hull. The ahility of the hull to maintain a straight line path, in other words straight line 
stability, will be measure a of the stability of that panicular hull fonn. The linearized 
sway and yaw equations of motion for a vessel in the horizontal plane are fully developed 
in Principles of Naval Architecture [3,4] and repeated here in matrix form as: [31 
[mYO-Y; . J~l=[Y~ Y,-mTv] 
-No L-N; J N, N,1r 
Equation 1 is often more conveniently represented in matrix form as 
Mx=Ax (2) 
The components of the M and A matrices of equation 2 represent the linearized 
hydrodynamic dl:rivatives of Ihe fOKes developed by sideslip (v) and yawing (r) motions 
of the ship. Coefficients m' and 1,/ arc the non-dimensionalized mass and mass moment 
of inertia of the vessel about the z axis. The forces developed_ in their linearized form are 
represented as the derivative times the motion. In other words Y,.'v represents the lateral 
force developed by the side slip velocity v and Yr'r represents the lateral force developed 
hy the yawing motion r. In similar fashion the moments N,'v and Nr'r represent the 
rnornl:nts on the vessel about the selected reference point rcsulting from the lateral 
velocity and yawing motion. [3 ] 
In order to fully study the steering system dynamics the effects of the rudder must 
he added to equation 2 as follows. 
(3) 
Where B is a vector containing the linearized lateral force and moment 
contributions of the rudders as shown in cqnation 3 and 5 is the angular displacement of 
thc rudder (- for right rudder, + for left rudder for standard stcrn rudder). 
B=Iy, N.] (4) 
In determining the controls fixed stability of a hnll shape it is the eigenvalues of 
equation 2, re-written as 
(5) 
that represent a measure of the controls fixed stability of the ship. Controls fixed stahili ty 
is the stability associated with a straight line path of the vessel with zero rudder angles. 
Complex conjugate eigenvalues with negative real parts currespond to a directionally 
stabl!: vessel but with oscillatory response characteristics as shown in Figure 5 case ilA 
Real. negative eigenvalues will be directionally stable with no oscillations as in case 1ill. 
One or more positive eigenvalues indicate a hull form that is directionally unstable. L3,4J 
~=-- ",=.--'-
~=-.,-
Figure 5. Motion stability of surface ships. [4] 
H. ESTIMATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS F'() R A BODY OF 
REVOLUTION USING SEMI·EMPIRICAL METHODS 
There are several different methods for estimation of the hydrodynamic 
coefficients fo r a suhmerged bodies of revolution relying on some semi-empirical relation 
to account for viscous or vortex effects on the body_ 'Ibe methods considered for the 
sueR pods are summarized in a concise and comprehensive report from the Naval 
Coastal System Center [6]. It includes methods from United States Air Force Data 
Compendium, (USAF DATCOM), Naval Coastal Systems Center (NCSC) and Naval 
Ship Research and Deve lopment Center (NSRDCj. While each agency has published 
several reports on the suhject, Peterson [6] outlines the strengths and weaknesses of each 
of the above mentioned methods. Comparison of the various methods is made for both 
suhmarine shaped and torpedo shaped bodies of revolution developed hy each source L61 
The acceleration hydrodynamic coefficients will be calculated by the methods of 
Humphreys and Watkinson f7J 
All of the methods discussed are easily calculated both by hand and are amenable 
to computerized calculations L6]. However the methods of DATCUM and ",CSC rely 
primarily on geometric considerations. Methods that required hody masses or mass 
distributions such as NSRDC methods are discounted at tbis preliminary point in the 
modeling process as they are not as well defined 0( determined as the physical 
dimensions of the SUCE pods_ 161 
I I 
Bt'(;aust' of a la(;k of (;aptive model tests or full scale maneuvering trial data it is 
necessary to build the computer model of thl: SLICE hull fonn in several parts. The first 
part is the pod itself which resembles a submarine form and is fully described below. 
Attached to each of the pods is the strut connecting the pod to the hox. Stmts are 
modeled as a flat plate fixed fin atlachl:d lo the pod. Thl: hydrodynamic coefficients of 
each strut/pod comhination will be calculated individually for each pod with the reference 
point for momt'nt codficients taken at the pod mid length point. The effects of each of 
the four strut/pod configurations will then be non-diml:nsionalized with respect to the 
vesscllcngth between perpendiculars (Lq,) and translated to the ships reference point and 
combinl:d to get the tolal c()t":fficien~ for the ship. [3] 
While the SUCE pod form is not exactly that of a submarine the semi-empirical 
methods used to calculate the coefficients of the pods will first be verifil:d with captivl: 
model test data for the S"U""BOFF body l8,9J by idealizing the body model. The idealized 
model body will consist of three simple geometric sha~s and is discussed below with the 
SUROFF hody. 
The NCSC method is based on data prl:senled in Reference [101 and gives results 
consistent with the DATCOM calculations [6J for the SUBOFF body [8, 9J. The 
DATCOM method is used for sJi(;e pod calculations be(;ause of ease of programming for 
parametric studies without requiring coefficients and correction factors derived from 
graphical techniques. Results of dIe calculations presented in [6] for methods not llsed 
12 
but wnsidered will be presented for the SUBOFF [81 body without outlining the 
calculation procedures or details 
C. SU IlOF./<, MODEL 
David Taylor Research Center (DTRC) has designed the Defense Advanced 
Research ProJe(.;ts Agency (DARPA) SUBOFJ-' !!lode! 5470 and 5471 desnibed in 
Reference [9]. The hydrodynamic coefficients, a~ determined by captive-model tests are 
shown in [8] and will be nsed for comparison purposes. In this comparison the reference 
point lxm) is located at the body's center of gravity as opposed to it 's amidships length as 






j . J L . 
figure 6. sUliorr I10dy [9] 
:'\CSC [10] uses a simplified body of revolution for estimation of the 
hydrodynamic wefficients which very closely resembles the SLICE pod plan[onn. It 
[] 
consists of an clliptical nose, a cylindrical or parallel mid body section and a conical base 
section [lOJ. FiguTl: 7 shows the simplified body used for estimatiun of the 
hydrodynamic coefficients. 
) 
Figure? Arpro~jmateSIJBOI'FOOdy. l l()J 
D . HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS FOR PODS 
Y " : Calculation of the body alone normal force coefficient using the DATCOM 
and NCSC mcthuds arc similar in nature and form but vary in the method whereby the 
axial position on the body where the flow becomes predominantly viscous is measured. 
The Air Force DATCOM method is based on aircraft and missile data and is measured 
fonn the nose of the body and is determined from the empirical relation. [6] 
' " = 0.378[8 +0527 /,., (6) 
where Iv is the distance from the nose of the vessel to the point wherc the flow becomes 
predominamly viscous, III is the overall length of the body and 1m, is thc distance from the 
no~e of the body to the point of maximum slope on the tail section. In the case of a 
14 
conical tail the point of maximum slope is at the tip making 1m. = IB in this case and for 
the SLICE pod. [6J 
Thc lift-curve slope is computed from 
(7) 
where C10 is the lift slope curve. kz and k j arc the Lamb's coefficients of inertia fo r a 
prolate ell ipsoid in axial and cros~ flow respectively. S, and Sb arc the cross sectional 
areas of the base at point I, and Sb i~ the maximum cross sectional area of the body _ [61 
The nonnal force/angle of attack curve slope is calculated a~ 
(8) 
where CDc is the drag eoeffieielll of an elliptical fonn at a zero angle of attack and I i~ the 
to tal length of the pOO. [6J 
N, Body alone yawing moment coefficient calculations prcscnted by Peterson 
[6J show very good correlation with experimental data for all methods. The NCSC and 
NSRDC calculations gavc thc bcst correlation with thc SUBOFl' body. Howevcr. the 
data presented in [9J is too limited for SLICE pods and the NSRDC method [6J requires 
knowledge of the mass of the body. rhe DATCOM method is used as follows [6J 
(N (9) 
15 
where Cma is the yawing moment curve slope and is calculated as 
(10) 
where S is the cross sectional area of the body as a funct ion of:<:. (S=S(:<:.)) and Xm is the 
moment reference point for the submerged body (6]. 
y', ' N', Body Alone rotary derivatives calculated with the DATCOM and 
NCSC methods are identical in fonn except for the calculation of the point of viscous 
flow separation as discussed above. The DATCOM method is [6J 
where V is the displacement volume of the submcrged body and Ie is the distance from 
the nose to the center of buoyancy. S,b is the area of the tmncated base I •. rGl 
Acccleration hydrodynamic coefficients used for thc SLICE pods arc based on the works 
of Humphreys and Watkinson L71 and calculated as follows 
\6 
(13) 
(N " L = - k , I ." + y; [ L. / ' 1 ( 14) 
where kb is Lamb's coefficient of added moment of inclt ia for a prolate ellipsoid body 
I,M is the mas~ moment of inertia of the displace flu id about rbe z axis. Tenns lob and l eg 
are distance from the nose to the ccnter of buoyancy and center of gravity [7] Table 1 






Table 1. Comparison of semi-empirical methods of detennining hydrodynamic 
coefficients. 
18 
E. SLICE POD MODEL 
The model used to represent the SLICE puds is closely approximated by a 36 ft 
long 8 ft diameter body of rotatiun in the funnat described above. It consists of an 
elliptical nose 6 ft long, with a parallel mid-body section 14 ft long with a conical base 16 
ft lung as shown in Figure 8. 
un~(/l(rl") 
Figure 8. Profile of SLICE pod 
Calculatiuns of the hydrudynamic coefficients uf the SLICE pods are done usin g 
methods of [6] and [7] for each pod without fins and based on a reference point (xm) at 
the mid length of the pod. Reference point Xm for the puds is eighteen feet (11112). Pod 
and strut coefficients, when calculated individually will be non-dimensionalized with 
respect to pod length (III) and later re non-dimensionalized with respect to the vessel 
length between perpendiculars (4p) . 
19 
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Ill. HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF STRUTS 
A. DESCRIPTION 
The stnJts connecting the pods 10 the body of the SLICE vessel W"C modeled as Oat 
plates twenty fou r feet in length, six feet in depth with a zt:ro taper ratio and zero SWCl;.':p 
back angle (1\) . Pigure 9 shows the baseline strut/pod configuration used in the modeling 
proces~ 






Figure 9. Baseline strut/pod configuration for SLICE model. 
The hydrodynamic derivatives for the strut~ are determined in two parts fo r each 
The first part is the fin section fonm::d where the base begins to taper and the 
second is the six by twenty-four portion which makes up the majority of the strut. Each 
part is modeled as a flat plate fixed fin located at a distance Xf from the center of the pod 
to the quarter chord point of the fixed fin. Once the hydrodynamic coefficients an: 
calculated for cach Strut/pod configuration individually thcy arc translated to the reference 
point of the vessel and added_ At lilis point in the modeling process the coefficients for 
the pod and strut are non-dilllensionaii£ed with resp!:ct to the length of the pod. [3J 
21 
n. CALCULATlO~ OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT 
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR A SINGLE STRUTIPOD CONFIGURATION 
Thc contributions to thc hydrodynamic derivatives of a fixed fi n are derived in 
[3,4] and rcsult in the following 
(15) 
Where A' is the non-dimensional area of thc fin, detlda is the lift-angle of attack (n) 
slope curve. CD is thc profile drag coefficient for a flat plate at zero angle of attack and is 
taken as zero for fins and rudders. Subscript f denotes a fin or rudders. For large ships 
with relatively small rudders or fins the location of thc point of application of the forces is 
ignorcd and x( is taken as the distance from the ship's rcference cen(t:r to the half chord 
point of the fin [3,4]. Becausc of the large si7.e of the struts relativc to the length of the 
vessel it is fclt that this additional distance cannot be ignored . Theoretically, thc point of 
application of the hydrodynamic force on a flat plate fin with zero tafK:r angle is at the 
quarter ehord point [11].so that when taking the moment contribution of the fixed fin 
from the center of the pod Xr is thc distance from Xm to thc quartcr chord point . The 
distance x'r is the non-dimensional distance from thc pod referen~ point to the quarter 
chord point i.e. xr/L. Thc contributions of the fixed fin to the pod coefficients are given 





The acceleration coefficient of a flat platc under lateral accderation is 
22 
(1 9) 
Coefficients a and 3(; in equations 2 and 6 are lhe effective aspect ratio and 
cffeetive geomclric aspecl ratio respectively. For a fixed fin which is in contact with a 
hul l or groundboard such lhat flow is not allowed around the tip or root chord the 
effective aspect ralio is twice the aspect ralio for the fin. In the case of the SLICE struts 
which pass through the water surface and are in contact with the pod the effective aspect 
ratio is taken as 2a. [3.41 
Following similar logic for the added mass or acceleration derivatives are shown 




fhe hydrodynamic coefficients contributions of the strut can now be added 
algebraically to that of the pod as follows. Subscripts rand f designate the coefficient 
contributions from the pod and fin or strut respectively. 13] 









Similar logic is followed for the added mass coefficients and is repeated for each of the 
four strut/pod configurations. [3] 
24 
IV. COMPLETE HYDRODYNAMIC DERIVATIVES FOR THE 
SLICE CONFIGURATION 
Transi;lting the hydrodynamic coefficient (;ontributions of each of the four 
strut/pod configurations is performed by taking force and momo::nts abOUlthe refcn:nce 
point of the vessel. Prim;iplcs of Naval Architecture [3] derives the equations with 
reference to an arbitrary point on a conventional hull and they are adapted here for a 
single strut/pod as fo llows 
(27) 
Y'. = Y'.X', ' Y'. (28) 
where -,'r here represl:nts the dist.ance from the amidships reference point to the reference 
point of the pods with the correct sign~ (+ for fOI"'.vard pods, for after pods) 
(29) 
N', = Y',X', + Y', x'~ + N',x', + N, (30) 
The acceleration derivat ives are dctemlined with similiar logic and arc not shown 
here. 
The final step in determining the overall hydrodynamic derivatives is to no[\-
dimensionalize wilh respect to the characteristic lcngth of the vessel Oup) and 
algebraically sum all of the contributing component~ together [3] . Assuming that the 
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forces on each of the fore and aft strut/pods are equal port and starboard we have for the 
baseline configuration the coefficients as follows. 
(y,) o*y,)",+(y,tj 
(Nv) 02 [(N,)",,+(N,t] 
(y,) 02[(y,)", +(y,),] 





Similiar procl:dure is followed for the llddcd mass derivatives and will nOl bc shown here. 
The rcsults of the llbove calculations are summarized in Table 2. Note that the 
non dimensionalization of the pod alone and the two strut/pod configurations are with 
respect to the length of the pod. The basc line vessel is non dimensionalized with fl:Spect 
to Lt,p. 
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SLICE Pod Fwd ~trut/pod Aft Strut/pod Basc line vessel 
Alone configuration configuration wlo ruddcrs. 
Y', 0.016244 -0.OJ9149 -0.0203 J 6 0.078930 
Y', -0.002498 -0.002518 -0.001135 0.004044 
N', 0.038754 -0.005614 -0.00421\ -0.016428 
N', 0 .006396 I 0.000576 -0.000257 -0.010332 
Y'; 0.044189 -0.012682 -0.012982 -0.05 1328 
Y'; 0.0 0.001346 0.005860 0.0056 17 
N '; 0.0 0.00]305 0.005860 -0.OOJ945 
N'; -0.001799 -0.00022 1 -0.000070 -0.00564 
Tablc 2. Summary of hydrodynamic cnefficients for SLICE vessel 
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v. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
After the hydrodynamic coefficients for the base line configuration are calculated 
the stability eigenvalues of the equations of motion an: calculated to be negative rea! 
values -O.O!\9 and -1.208. These values indicate that the hase line configuration without 
fins is inherently stable due to the large fin area associakd with the struts in agn:emt:nl 
with the SWATH results [I] . A parametric study was then conducted to study the effects 
of moving the struts toward and away from the reference point. The results were as 
expected, the e igenva lues become more negative indicating increased vessel stability and 
a related increase in the moment necessary to initiate a turn. [1 ,3J 
Three rudder configurations arc studied. The first is a pair of mdders attached to 
the trailing edge of the after strut without deadwood or attaching structures, The second 
is a mdder attached to the rear of the after pod without any deadwood and the thi rd is a 
rudder as a purtiun or a deadwood attached to the rear of the after pod. At thi~ puint no 
attcmpt is made to simulate any interference effects from fin~, fix:lure~, hinges or any 
additiunal structure neee~~ary to affix: the rudder or dl;.':adwood 10 the ves~eL Additionally 
no effort is made to establish the pressure effects between the pods and their effect on the 
rudders. The ~ize and aspect ratio of the rudders is varied for each configuratiun studied 
with the limiting rudder geometry being thl;.': span. The maximum span is limited to 6 feel 
because it i~ felt that this would be the largest span rudder that could be put in place on 
the aft strut. The aft ~(rut has a clearance of 8.5 feet between the waler surface and the 
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pod. This model also assumes that the ship does not pitch or roll thereby keeping the 
entire rudder suhmerged. 
A. STEADY STATE TURNING AIUUTY 
Once the inherent stability of SLICE is detemlincd, the effects of rudders are 
introduccd. The rudders, modeled as flat plates, are not affixed IU any structure at the 
root and tip allowing flow acruss the tip and root of the rudder. Each rudder is assumed 
to have a full effect on the mrning ability bttause of the large separation between aft 
struts and neglecting pressure effects between them. Calculation of the hydrodynamic 
coefficicnts of the rudder and the struts are performed by the samc procedurc with two 
notable exceptions. First, the reference point for rudder effect is measured from and 
calculated with respect to the vessel reference point. This effectively translates the force 
and moment effects of the rudder directly to the reference point of the ship. The second 
exception is based on the assumption that the rudder does not broach the surface or come 
in close contact with any structure at the tip or root chord. This makes the effective 
aspect ratio simply a vicc 2a as discussed above [31. 
Figure I Oshows the tactical diameter in ship lengths (DIL) versus percent rudder 
area for several constant aspect ratio rudders attached to the trai ling edge of the aft strut. 
The percent underwater (u/w) profile area is the percentage of rudder area (Ar) with 
respect to design length between perpendiculars and draft (L"pT) or A/(l...,pT). The aspect 
ralios in Figure to increase as eurves go down. The top curve i~ for an aspect ratio of 1 
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and the lower curve is an aspect ratio of 5_ The asterisks (*) represent the limiting rudder 
span of 6 feet and increases for points moving right on the curves. Rudders with a low 
aspect ratio will tend to be short and fat ex.tending further aft while a higher aspect rati o 
rudder will tend 10 be tall and slender as shown in Figure 10 
The results indicate that this model will have tactical d iameters between 4 and 7 
ship lengths depending on rudder area and aspect rat io. Conventional mono hulls and 
current SWATH configurations have rudder areas of hetween 1 and 3 percent of u/w 
profile area [1] . For rudder arcas in this range Figure 10 indicates that aspect ralios 
between 1 and 3 would be viable alternatives without consideration for rudder stock 
moments, rudder bending stresses or rudder protrusions aft of the vessel stem. 
Figure 11 shows the controls fixed eigenvalues versus perccnt rudder area for 
several constant aspect ratio rudders attached to the aft stnll . In each case the aspect ratio 
is increasing as the curves go down. The upper most curve is for an aspect ralio of 1 and 
the lower most curve for an aspee! ratio of s. Because the eigenvalues increase (become 
more negative) with increasing rudder size the vessel's straight line stability is increasing 
at the cost of decreased turning ability. 
In the ea<;e of a rudder attached to the rear of the aft pod the resulting steady slate 
turning radius and e igenvalue trends are similar to those discussed above. The on ly 
difference is in the magni tude of the values. As expected a rudder on the pod, located 
fUl1her froIll the ships center of gravity will have an increased mrning moment and 
thereby decrease the turning diameter of the ship. Figure 12 shows that the rudder on the 
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aft pod will generate a smaller turning cin:le due to the larger rudder moment and Figure 
13 shows the controls fixed eigenvalues for the second rudder configuration. Fi gure 14 
and Figure 15 compares the minimum tactical diameter'S for the limiting cases represented 
by the asterisks of figures \0 and 12. The results shown in Figure 10 through Figure 13 
are reasonably good qualitative descriptions of the stability but do not clearly indicate the 
interaction between the turning ability and course stahility of SLICE. 
Biancardi [12] in a study of a data base of 173 vessels of various configurations 
quantified the dominant eigenvalue for vessels which displayed satisfactory turning 
ability[12]. It shows that the dominant eigenvalue for both the bare hull and hull and 
rudder configurations were stable and had good turning ability if the dominant eigenvalue 
was between -.3 3 1 and zero. Dominant eigenvalue Jess than -.33 1 indicates stable hulls 
but with reduced turning ability. Vessels with positive eigenvalues were unstable 
[3,4,1 11. [12] 
Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the dominant eigenvalue (02) versus rudder percent 
area for strut mounted and pod mounted rudders respectively. The asterisk's show the 
limiting span as describctl above. Based on [12] the curves indicate that both rudder 
configurations will result in adequate stabi li ty and turning ability for all aspect ratios up 
to and beyond the limiting span selected. 
Case three, a rudder with deadwood attached to the pod is predicted hased on the 
tunling characteristics in the previously discussed figures. The delldwood is modeled as a 
flat plate fixed fin at the aft pod with an eight foot span corresponding to the maximum 
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diameter of the pod and an aspect ratio of three yidding a deadwood ( hord of 2.67 feet 
Rudder size for th is configuration is limited to a span equal to that of the deadwood 
Figure 18 is rhe DIL versus perc!;':nl rudder area for the thi rd case and clearly show that for 
a deadwood attached to the aft pod the turning ability is markedly decreased. The 
dominant eigenvalue fo r this configuration is -.321 for all aspect rat io 's and rudder areas 
indicating that the vessel is stable but wilJ have poorer turning performance when 
compared the first two configurations with greater (kss nt:gativc) e igenvalues. 
B. CO()RSE KEEPING AND TURNING ABILITY, NOMOTO'S FIRST 
ORDER MODEL 
Nomuta presented a simplified analysis of steering syste m dynamics hy 
manipulating the linearized skering syst~m equations of motion. H~ d~ve1op~d the f irs t 
order equation for th~ yaw rate, given in knns consistent with modern wntroi 
engineering given in equation 35. [4] 
where 








The indices K' and T' represent the ratios of non-dimensional coefficients a~ the yaw 
inertia {yaw damping coefficient and the turning moment/yaw damping eoefficients 
respectively. [4] 
Equation 35 shows that the yaw rate r' can be represented as a first order system 
with gain K' and time constant T. In steady Slate the yaw ratt: per length (r' ::0 rIL) is 
simply K'o. A larger gain, K' provides a greater steady Slate turning ability i.e. increased 
steady state yaw rate, while an increased value of Iff' (smaller time constant) will 
providt: a quicker response to tht: rudder. In addition to indicating the response to the 
rudder T can also providt: an indication of the ships course stability. Since a quick 
response to rudder order is desired in a course keeping {control situation an increased 
value of T is also a quantitative indication of the ship's course stability. [41 
Figure 19 shows the turning system gain (11K') and time constant (1fT') for 
constant rudder areas based on the Nomoto first order approx.imation for a rudder on the 
aft strut. Eaeh eurve represents a constant area rudder with the higher, steeper curves to 
the left representing small area while the low, shallow curves to the right are higher 
rudder area. The area limits represented are between five square feet and thiny five 
square feet in five square foot increments with the maximum span of six feet. Rudder 
span decreases as (he points move upward on the curve with a corresponding increase in 
rudder chord and decreasing aspect ratio. The data in Figure 19 show that for a given 
area rudder, a decrease in aspect ratio as we move up the eurve will decrease the turning 
fate (dccrt:ase in K') of SLICE but with a corresponding increase in tht: sensitivity to 
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rudder commands and course stability. It is also readily seen that increasing Ihe rudder 
area will increase both course stability and responsiveness to rudder commands. 
However in terms of rudder response and course stability the range of Iff ' shown is very 
small indicating thai the course stabi.1ity is re latively constant for a large range of rudder 
sizes and corresponds well with the eigenvalue view of stability discussed previously. 
Figure 20 is the first order gain and time constant (11K' -J/f' ) curve for case 2. 
The primary difference between the curves in Figure 19 and Figure 20 is found in the 
value ofT for a given rudder area. A rudder attached to the pod will have smaller time 
constant than a rudder attached to the strut indicating a better response to rudder 
commands. Additionally this shows that for either rudder configuration of a given area, 




Based on tht linearized model presented herein the SLICE hull has a very good 
mrn ing ability as well as course stability a~ shown by the steering systcml: igcnvalues and 
first order Nomuto model. The results discussed clearly indicate that the turning ability is 
enhanced with a rudder place further aft or made larger but as in all engineering 
endeavors, trade offs and practical considtrations must be taken in to consideration. Low 
aspect rat io rudders (aspect ratio 1 or 2) should be considered only with caution as they 
lIlay extend too far aft, potentially beyond the stem of the ship. They will require more 
power to operate because of the larger moments aOOut the rudder stock and will have 
much larger bending stresses associated with them. Vcry high aspect rat io rudders 
(aspect ratios four to fiv!;.': or gmlt!;.':rj should also be considered carefully as they may oftcn 
broach thc surface of thc water in heavy seas. decreasing thcir effectivcness. The data. 
based on the modd presentcd supports the use of a stru t mounted rudder of aspect ratio 
betwc!;.':1l two and four. 
As a recommendation for funhur research, we should analy?e full scalc sea trail 
data of the SLICE hull and identify the hydrodynamic coefficients. This will enable us to 
compare the linearized analytical model with experimental results. 
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Figure 10. Tactical Diameter (in ship lengths) versus rudder percent area for fixed aspecI 
ratio rudders. Rudders are attached 10 the trailing etlge of the after strut. Asterisks 
indicate a rudder span of 6 fl. 
Figure II. Controls fixed eigenvalues versus rudder percent area for constant aspect 
ratios. Rudder is fixed to trai ling edge of aft strut. 
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Figure 12. OIL versus mddcr percent area for constant aspect ratio mddcrs. Rudders 
fixed to back of aft pod 
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1·,.2 
Figure 13. Controls fixed eigenvalues versus rudder percent area for conSlant aspect ratio 
rudders. Rudders fixed to rear of aft pod. 
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Figure !4. Limiting DIL versus aspect ratio for pod and strut muunted rudders . 
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Figure 15. Limiting D/L versus rudder percent area for pod and strut mounted rudders 
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Figure 16. Dominant eigenvalue versus rudder percent area for constant aspect ratio 
rudders fixed to strut. 
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Figure 17. Dominant eigenvalue versus rudder percent area for constant aspect ratio 
rudders fixed to art pod. 
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Figure 18 , DIL versus percent area for rudder wi th deadwood attached to {XId. 
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Figure 19. 11K versus If}" for cons tant arca ruddcrs attached 10 trai ling edge of aft strut . 
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Figure 20. 11K· - 1 {f' diagrdm for constant area rudders flxed to tail of aft pod. 
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APPENDIX A. SAMPLE CALCULATION OF THE 
HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF THE SUBOFF BODY AND 
SLICE PODS. 
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Rotary Coefficients using DATCOM method 
\
'1 B Planform sccliOl:al ar~a 01 
S Ib - 2 r( x) dx lrultcale<l bose (a,k ." . dfeclive base in NCSC 
. Iv lenm]lo logy) 
N rl'rim~ 
N'l'rimc "' -{)_OO I I83 
Y rprimc Yrprimc "' -1}OO I,173 C1'l=01378IS 
Acceleration Hydrodynamic Coefficients ofpod/bod}' 
? WdOlpn]l)e 
k 2-V 
( ~1 bp3j 
lyJi 
N vdo!pr",,,, =0 
Y vdolprimc = -Z wdolprimc Y vdotpnm~ - 0.0 15272 
mass momem of lIlertia of d,spJacW fjULd mas.< 
arOllndcen!roid 
N rdOlpm ne = -0.000694 
Y rdolpnm~ .=0 
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Normal force Coefficien t using Datcom method 
Iv = 378 18T 527 1ms I v ~1 2_93 4 ' fI 




Yvprime - 2 (C l (l ·~CDo) 
' bp 
y "prim~ "-0 .005836 
C m,, " -1 .268 
Nvp nme N vpnm~ = -0.0 13550 
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detennination of center of buoyancy 
lcb =G.5'Xxnft 
MUllk coefficiellts 
k 2 = 0.950 k 1 =0.026 
kb"'O.8S4 
Other area and mass calculations 
m pri"", · - 0180711 fron] SUBOFF dJia 
S(x) 'rex)' crl)sssc.;(;onal a",aofbody 
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d - L667h 
I "lYlE 
I b 
Lcn~lh of d lipw,d.1 ~v~~ "ssum~d to end at from of s~i l 
lA;n~tl,ofp",allei midbody 
Length ofh~5t' ~ssumed a cou;cal shape 
III =I n t IpMIl t Ib lcngthbr:twcen pt;rpclI(],cula,s 
IF =In +l fI,,{[j !1"1\gthoffo' I':body j I' = I0f,46·ft 
"m =6604 ft pos,l i onof rl':fcleocec~.nlc, fo[ '.a lcuiallon, 
numpk; :c I(KXl nu'nbcrofjXnnts lL'~d ibrp!Qlting aoo ~uch 
Bod)' geometric (radius) characteristics and cross sedional areas 




APPENDIX B. MATLAB ROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF THE 






% .Ill File to calculatt: the hydrodynamic coefficients of till;:: SLICE 
% pods based 011 geometric considerations using semi-empirical 
% methods dc,'doped by various sources. (refer to main main 
% document for descriptions of methods. All coefficients arc 
% calculated in dimensionless form using S~AME convention 
% 
% Reference documents are Naval Coastal Systems Center repon (NCSC 
% TM-291-80) "Evaluation of Semi-Empirical Methods for Predicting 
% Linear Stalic and Rotary Hydrodynamic Coefficients" Authored by 
% R. S. Pelerson. 
% Reference for acceleration Coefficients is 
Naval Coastal Systl:ms Lab "Pn::diction of Acceleration 
% Hydrodynamic Cocfricicms for Underwatcr Vehicles from Geometric 
% Parameters" (NCSL TR-327-78) by DE J-1ymphrcys and K.W. Watkinson 
% 
% Input Arguments 
% 






Chord and span of nat plate strut 
Length(ft) from reference point to 114 chord of strut 
integer flag (I or 2) to indicate wether fore or aft 
strut/po<! combination is being calculated 
% Output Arguments 
% 
% Hep Vector of values as follows 
% HCP(I) y, 
% HCP(2) y, 
% HCP(3 ) N, 
% HCP(4) Nr 
% Hep(S) Yvdot 
% HCP(6) Yrdot 
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% HCP(7) Nvdot 
% HCP(8) Nrdot 
% Codficients Yrdot and Nvdot are assumed zero for pods 
% because they are gcncrally vcry small and contribute little. 
% 




% Fill output vector for pod alonc non-dimcnsionalizcd with respect to 
% len!,>th of the pod (CaJculated in mathcad document "fwdpod.mcd" and 




% Foreward pod wefficients with tail fin as flat plate clllculatcd 
% indcpendantly. 









YV=-.023406; Yr=-.OOl105; Nv==-.03736 1; Nr=-.OOSOO3; 
Yvdot=-.047953; Yrdot::::().OOO732; 















% combine and non-dimcnsionalize the coefficients wrt vessel length 
% between perpendiculars. 
% 




















% .m fik to calculate the hydrodynamic coefficients of the SUCE 
% vessel struts as flat plates placed at a position of xC forward or 
% aft of the pod's reference point. This routine views the shuts as 
% a fixed fin attatched to the pod with the pressure center acting at 
% the point Cmc4 fore (+) or aft (-) of the 1/4 chord point of the fin. 
% Coefficients are non-dimensionalized as for a surface vessel iaw 
% SNAME conventions. 
% 
INPt;T ARGUMENTS 
:d Location of center of strut relative to vessel's center 
% reference point 
% Average chord of strut/Oat plate (width) 
Span of flat plate/strut 
% Draft of vessel (for non-dimensionalilation) 
% L Length of vessel (for Non-dimensionali7ation) 
% Om'POUT ARGUMEr-<TS 
Ok HCS Vector of 8 hydrodynamic coefficients in the following order 
% HCS(l) Yv 
HCS(2) Yr 
% HCS(3) Nv 




% HCS(8) Nrdot 
% 
% LOCAL VARiABLES 
% 
% Aspect ratio 
ag C:reometric aspect ratio 
% A Area 
% em\:4 QuarLer chord moment coefficient 
% Xf Point of reference for moments 
% 





A=b*c; % Areaufstrut 
ag=2*(b1c); % Aspect Ratio of fin 
a=ag; % geometric aspect ratio 
Cla=(O.9*pi*2*a)/(sqrt(a"2+4)+1.8); % Simplified version of cq 23a (pna) 
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